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Abstract
Many household products are sold by various subsidiaries of the retail store network which are geographically located at various
locations. Supply chain inefficiencies will occur at different locations when the market potential will not evaluated by the
retailers. Many times it is not easy for the retailers to understand the market condition at various geographical locations. The
organization of retail store network has to understand the market conditions to intensify its goods to be bought and sold so that
many number of customers get attracted in that direction. Business forecast helps retailers to visualize the big picture by
forecasting the sales we get a general idea of coming years if any changes are needed then those changes are done in the retail
store’s objective so that success is achieved more profitably .It also helps the customers to be happy by providing the products
desired by them in desired time, when the customers are happy then they prefer the store that provides all the resources they need
to their satisfaction by this the sales in the particular store in which the customers purchase more items increases causing more
profit. The forecasting of sales helps to know the retailers the demand of the product. In this paper we make an attempt by
understanding the retail store business’s driving factors by analyzing the sales data of Walmart store that is geographically
located at various locations and the forecast of sales for coming 39 weeks is done. By sales forecasting the retail networks are
supported so that the resources can be managed efficiently.
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--------------------------------------------------------------------***-----------------------------------------------------------------1. INTRODUCTION
We all are very curious about our future! very excited to
know what will happen with all of us the very next moment,
tomorrow ,similarly the retailers also curious about their
business, its progress, curtailing factors of it. By adopting
certain steps the aspects that can cause damage or reduce the
profit can be avoided. In this goal of forecasting the sales
business the data from the various sectors is collected and
the data analytics is done the efficient understanding of the
observed data by common steps is not practically possible
because the data is very huge the masses of data of
organization is molded in such a way that its having
meaning by understanding deeply the suitable actions can be
taken. Let us consider the retail stores network example
Walmart it is an example for giant stores, big bazaars etc.
The retail store sells the household products and obtains
profit by that. There are different subsidiaries of the retail
store network whose locations are variously located at
various geographical locations most of the time retailers will
not be successful in understanding the customer’s needs
because they will be able in the evaluation of market
potential at that location ,during special occasions the rate of
sales or shopping is more sometimes this may cause
inefficiency of the products ,the relationship between the
customers and the stores is analyzed and the changes that
need to obtain more profit is done. The history of purchase
of each product in each store and department is maintained

by observing these sales are forecasted which enables the
knowledge of profit and loss occurred during that year. In
particular department during the particular session let us
consider example Christmas. During Christmas festival the
sales is more in department like clothing, foot wears Ref[6]
etc., then during summer the sales of cotton clothes is more,
during winter the sales for Sweaters is more. The sales of
products changes as per the session by observing this history
of sales, the sales can be predicted for the future. That finds
the solution of uneasiness in the business of retail store
network. Supply chain management[4] is the advantage of
competition,
the main majors of supply change
management are to increase the profit of sales and to
manage the inventory turnovers, when the supply change
are observed properly then a clear picture is obtain about a
particular store whether there is a profit from that store are
its under loss. Then accordingly suitable operations are
done to be successful. Here the retailers observe the
customers and they target them by some attractive offers.
So that they will be back to the store and spend long time
and more money. In this paper we forecast the sales by
using three modules they are hive, R programming and
tableau, storage in hive is large hive component is
Horton/network data platform. SQL is provided by hive that
provides interface to the data stored in HDP hive used for
data processing and understanding in hive partitioning and
bucketing is done. In R programming statistical is done in
tableau the interactive visualization of the data on the
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product that are focused on the business. The extraordinary
business advantage and the good service delivery are the
gifts of big data. The positive changes in the different
business organization’s decision are made by big data [9].
The term big meaning it’s a data set that arise the difficulties
in managing the data sets by the use of existing concepts of
management and tools. The most significant role played in
big data is map reduce. The important properties of map
reduce are its elasticity, scalable when the analysis of large
data sets is done the map reduce can tolerate the fault and is
efficient. The features of map reduce when compared with
other design models are more flexible which makes map
reduce more popular in the large scale data processing.

2. BACKGROUNDS
2.1 Fundamentals
The main aim of retail store network planning is to obtain
maximum profit by knowing the information and where to
invest profitably and in which stores. To be successful the
organizations should be able to know the customers of each
store in an assigned region, the several combinations of the
location of allocation options, the options are evaluated with
certain models of mathematics or algorithms this is helpful
in final decision of the configuration of store network with
the perfect strategy they are the format of store, capacity of
the store and goods to be bought and sold etc. The different
types of store format could be convenient store, department
store, luxury store, super market, shopping malls etc. helps
in determining the business models and strategy of
operations [1].

3. CHALLENGES AND MOTIVATIONS
There are many challenges in the retail store network
planning some of them are retailers fail in the evaluation of
the potential of the market. Retailers ignore the seasonal
randomness. The supply chain inefficiencies when the
products have great demand then they are not available. The
human resources are inefficient the employees are not
available whenever necessary. The retailers face the
difficulties in inventory management system; sometimes the
retailers ignore the competition in the market.
Retailers develop the plans that promotes the success and
the highly target plan. The plans should be such that they
help to obtain the maximum profit. The new product lines
should be developed or they should be purchased with
confidence. The supply chain mechanism should be
efficient.

3.1 Forecasting of Market Potential
The overall turnover of the market of a particular item are
store which is the result of estimating the highest
possibilities of volume of sales in given period of time and
under certain assigned conditions. Market potential depends
on the customer’s behavior, the opponents, facilities support
etc. These influence the sales of future of a particular store
of particular location.
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3.2 Planning of Store
Store planning is important and is systematic strategy
process in both firm level and individual store level. Goods
to be bought and sold, supply chain management and human
resource management, space management main work in
planning of store. By observing the history of the stores it
helps to get an idea of sales of the store and make any
changes in the objective so that it can be more profitable.
The basic information provided by the existing store is very
important in the prediction of sales. In this paper we
considered the data of walmart store. The key data sets that
should be used to analyze and report on in the retail industry
are:
Sales Data - Point of sales data, gross margins, turnovers,
gross margin return on inventory investment.
Market Data - Market share, competitors pricing,
competitors product lines, competitors market share
and
customer profit.
Promotional and Marketing Data - Success of past,
customer’s who provide the promotion of sales their
feedback is observed, total cost of promotion. Pricing offers

4.

IMPLEMENTATION

OF

SALES

FORECASTING
4.1 Sales Forecasting System Architecture
Architecture is the most important aspect of any
system.Fig.1 represents the system architecture.

4.2 The Forecasting Process
The process of forecasting [15] is a group of methods to
predict the sales. It is initiated after determining the
objective. It may include the sales amount in dollars, the
number of employees to be appointed .In Fig.2 selection of
dependent and independent variables are done. The
forecasting results like sales data or the number of
employees to be appointed in the upcoming year. The
market factor include the factors like products existence in
the store, its quality and the demand of the item .Market
index is a market factor that is expressed as the amount of
percentage relatively with some base content. When the
market index is increased then the industry sales is
increased. The index consists of many market factors like
price, population of the area, personal income that is
disposable .Then in the forecasting process the procedures
of forecast and methods that are useful for data analysis are
determined .If the procedures were not used in prior then the
firm may want to test the procedures. Then gathering and
analyzing of data is done. Certain assumptions are made
about the forecasted sales. Then the sales forecast is
finalized as the time passes and the results are evaluated.
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Fig-3: Representation of MapReduce
Fig-1: System architecture

Fig-2: The forecasting process

5. METHODOLOGY
Map reduce: To generate huge amount of data sets with
parallel, distributed algorithm on a cluster programming
model called Map reduced[5] is used for processing. In map
reduce [14] data is focused rather than algorithms. The
large data is necessary for processing. In this paper we
consider the sales data of walmart store for three years
having 45 stores and each store has 99 departments in the
various locations. Observation of walmart store’s sales data
is done for three years and the sales forecast is done for the
next 39 weeks. In fig.3 we can see the Map reduce diagram,
we consider a general sentence

consisting of the repeated words that general sentence is
split into number of words then the code or numerical
representation for each word is assigned this is called as
mapping after this the words are shuffled so that all the
repeated words are together then reducing is done to obtain
the final result.Fig.4 represents the Big data, buzz word Big
data is used in description of huge data volume including
structured and unstructured by using traditional database
processing is difficult. Big data is used in the business ,the
accurate results obtained by Big data helps to makes
decision about the results, in the prediction of analytics Big
data is helpful .Big data is used by many people like
scientists, business people,government.Fig.5 represents the
overview of Hadoop. Apache software foundation released
open source software called as Hadoop which operates on
commodity hardware, it is processing framework,
distributed storage and parallelized. Hadoop has various
server nodes that are useful in the storage and parallel
processing .In massive data sets the execution of batch
processing is allowed by hadoop programming model Map
reduce is used to generate vast data sets intermediate
results/key values are obtained in map reduce all there
intermediate values are merged by reduce function by the
intermediate key to obtain the results.

Fig-4: Representation of Big data
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5.1 Strategic Research

6. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The strategy includes the collection of huge data of sales
and then it is transferred on HDFS (Hadoop distributed file
system)[10] and map reduced is performed on the data sets.
The data after processed by map reduced though is in
understandable format, but is too large hence it is difficult to
draw conclusions out of that. Processing using hive [11] is
done by loading the data sets supplied then dynamic
partition and bucketing is applied. The monthly sales of 45
stores and 99 departments are calculated. The average
feature across them is calculated.

Results and discussions are very important so that readers
can understand the information of the paper, results are the
descriptive content information .Below are the few results
obtained by observing these results the sales is forecasted
for the next year.Fig-6 represents the different combinations
of the graphs. Fig-6 a represents the sales and stores, x axis
represents the stores and y axis represents the weekly
sales.Fig-6 b the store, department and sales it’s a bubble
chart,Fig-6 c weekly sales and the department, x axis
represents the weekly sales and y axis represents the
departments, suppose if we want the sales of department in
store 1 then we can select the required department and the
sales is represented.Fig-6 d represents the weekly sales and
the year, the weekly sales according to year is represented ,x
axis represents the year and y axis represents the weekly
sales.Fig-7 represents the sales and the stores x axis
represents the different number of the stores and the y axis
represents the sales in each department. Fig-8 represents the
sales in stores by using Tableau, it is the bubble chart.
Fig-6,Fig-7and Fig-8 are the graphs of the data collected
from 3 years of walmart store, now we have to predict the
sales for the next 39 weeks and should be graphically
represented. This is done by using the Holt winters
algorithm and the forecasted sales is represented in Fig.9 x
axis represents the years and y axis represents the sales ,by
observing the Fig.9 we will not get the clear picture of the
forecasted sales hence to get a clear knowledge of the
forecasted sales we represent it numerically, Fig-10
represents the numerical representation of the forecasted
sales and the accuracy of sales predicted is measured by
80% low confidence sales, 80% high confidence sales and
95% low confidence sales and 95% high confidence sales ,
error factor can be found between the predicted sales and the
observed sales data ,let us consider with an example, if we
want to find the error factor of month June in both the
predicted sales and the observed sales data then we can
know it by difference between predicted sales and the
observed sales data, if the difference between them is very
low or negligible then the sales predicted is accurate.

5.2 Machine Learning
Machine learning algorithm which provides efficient results
are applied so that huge data can be modeled R is a
programming language and software environment for
statistic computing and graphs. The R programming [12] is
used by the statisticians and data miners widely to develop
the statistical software and data analysis. The Holt winters
[16] algorithm is used to predict the sales .The seasonality,
trend and randomness is observed in the algorithm .The
algorithm is used for train data sets and then the sales
prediction is done.

5.3 Graphical Representation
The processed data by the machine learning algorithm
which provides efficient results can be understood but this
obtained information is too large and hence conclusions are
difficult. We all know the picture representation is worth
than many words.
Hence this information can be
understood by the tableau’s interactive data visualization
focused on business intelligence. Tableau [13] helps in
interactive data visualization of products.

Fig-5: Representation of overview of Hadoop
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Fig-6: the combination of all graphs, Fig-6: a represents sales and store, Fig-6: b represents store, departments, sales bubble chart,
Fig-6: c represents weekly sales and departments, Fig-6: d represents weekly sales and year (daily sales)
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Fig-7: the sales and stores in Tableau

Fig-8: the representation of sales in stores by bubble chart in Tableau
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Fig-9: the predicted graph obtained by Holtwinters

Fig-10: the predicted numerical output by Holtwinters
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Fig-11: The sales prediction by Holtwinters using Tableau

7. CONCLUSION
Most of the shopping malls / shopping centers plan to attract
the customers to the store and make profit to the maximum
extent by them. Once the customers enter the stores they are
attracted then definitely they shop more by the special offers
and obtain the desired items which are available in the
favorable cost and satisfy them. If the products as per the
needs of the customers then it can make maximum profit the
retailers can also make the changes in the operations,
objectives of the store that cause loss and efficient methods
can be applied to gain more profit by observing the history
of data the existing stores a clear idea of sales can be known
like seasonality trend and randomness. The advantage of
forecasting is to know the number of employees should be
appointed to meet the production level. Sales drop is bad
thing forecasting sales helps to analyze it and it can
overcome through the sales drop to remain in the
competition forecast plays a vital role.
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